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We asked final year SAICA trainees to tell us what 
they wished someone had told them at the beginning 
of their training contracts.
We hope their experiences are filled with enough 
lessons to help make your SAICA training  contract 
easier and more enjoyable.



I have had the challenge of having to study for my CTA through UNISA whilst I was a 
trainee. I learnt in my three years that when you think you have reached or passed the 
limit of your stamina, endurance or knowledge, that’s when you really start to know 
yourself and what you truly are capable of. In your trainee years a 40 hours week is a 
number and, if you want to aim to be exceptional, you use that as your base, and see 
how much more you can add on in a 7 day cycle.
I believe that attaining your CA(SA) qualification is an amazing achievement, but that it 
only acts as the key to unlocking that which you truly covet most in life, and that it sets 
you apart and gives you a unique bargaining chip when going up against other persons 
in a bid for your future goals and dreams.
I wish I had known these things, but I would not have changed a single thing that I did 
over my three years. It was a hard graft, but it was also the greatest journey of learning 
myself that I could have ever undertaken.

Pieter van Rooyen Newtons (Bloemfontein)



I wish I’d know …
• How little I knew about how to work and manipulate large data using Excel.
• How little I knew about verbal and written communication and how to tailor it to 

different audience (CEO, CFO and to the clerk/junior level staff ) - different levels of 
communication to different level staff.

• How to make a professional document and meeting packs to be discussed in 
executive meetings.

Luthando Menziwa Auditor-General of South Africa (Bloemfontein)



Articles is a very special part of the journey, it’s the only part of the journey where you 
are both a student and a professional, needless to say it is a challenging part and fun 
at the same time. For the most of it, articles are what you make of them - they can both 
be dreadful and the coolest experience, if anything is to be taken from them, have fun! 
Make new contacts, build genuine relationships with your clients and co-workers -
people seem to always enjoy the company of a genuine person and those last forever.

Mpumelelo Thompson Deloitte (Port Elizabeth)



The working world seems more glamorous than it actually is… We all experience this, 
the dream of having significant influence in a boardroom can quickly go south when 
you are asked to do filing. 
As exciting as it is to have your financial independence, working is a lot of 
responsibility. Remember you have to start somewhere and where you end is within 
your control. Don’t wait around for opportunities to come to you, make opportunities 
happen! Be proactive and aim to add value in everything you do.
Remember you are building yourself as a brand, create demand for that brand…go get 
it!

Teressa Michael Eskom (Johannesburg)



Articles can be as boring as the title or as exciting as you make it – I strove to take 
every opportunity I had presented to me during my articles and have been known on 
occasion to create an opportunity for myself even when it didn’t exist! 

It all about taking life (and articles) with 2 hands and even the days when I was in a pile 
of tears crying I still knew I loved it. The experience has shaped my life, my career, my 
personality both professional and personal and you know that you did articles right 
when you can truly reflect on a holistic personal growth.

Fathima Sheik Hoosen Moore Stephens CJL (Durban)



• Building relationships and a strong network is just as important as technical abilities 
• Planning your rotations and exposure is very important in terms of SAICA outcomes and 

sign off 
• Ensure you get exposure to taxation and management accounting during your first two years 
• Take responsibility for your own development, do not leave it up to others 
• Enrol in courses like CPD, economic updates and leadership summits 
• Improve your Excel skills during your first twelve months 
• Volunteer to lead meetings and present in forums 
• Improve your technical and financial skills by enrolling for financial modelling 

courses/training 
• Reach out to other divisions and learn about their business units and what they do 
• Network and feed off ex and current trainees 
• Read newspapers and online articles to stay on top of global news and markets 
• Study hard for ITC and APC despite being busy at work. Qualifying as a CA is your first 

priority 
• Make time to have a work/life balance 
• Exercise and sleep enough 
• Make the most of your opportunities, small or large 

Pieter Daneel Investec (Johannesburg)



These are the few things I wish I'd known as a first year trainee. 
• Red Bull will become your best friend 
• Your working hours are only 8 in theory 
• Your pay check is not as big as you think it is
• "File - Save" will save your life -"I mean work" 
• You are not as tech savvy as you thought you were
• 24 hours is not as long as it sounds 
• Sleep will become a distant memory 
• Paper cuts are not lethal 
• Your suitcase will become your wardrobe

But on a serious note, at the end of your articles: 
• You will be as smart as you thought you were in your first year. 
• Auditing will honestly make sense 
• Your financial and auditing jargon will be so impressive you'll make Mandarin sound simple 
• Your filing skills will be better than that of any filing clerk’s
• You'll be able to handle any kind of individual without wanting to run a train over them
• You will realise that three years is not as long as you thought it was
• You were actually better off financially in your first year than you are in your third year because... debit orders 

You will have travelled to all random ends of the country and if lucky internationally
• Time management really is not as easy as you thought it was but you will have mastered it. 
• Colleagues can actually double up as friends pretty well 

Basically at the end of your articles you will be AWESOME so hang in there and enjoy the ride. 

Reshoketswe Maggy Ledwaba PricewaterhouseCoopers (Mafikeng)



Some things to survive articles:

• You will get good criticism and bad criticism (unhelpful, demeaning or lowering your 
self-esteem) you will get. Differentiate between the two and don’t let it get you down 
as this will hinder your capabilities.

• Learn as much as you can from your senior audit clerks, as they will be able to 
teach you how to reach all your competencies as soon as possible.

• Keep all emails as trivial as they might seem, they will be needed some time or 
another.

• 3 years goes very quickly so try learning as much as you can and enjoy the 
experience that you get.

Zainab Losper Mazars (George)



I wish that I knew that it’s not all supposed to be a breeze every time and that there are 
bad days and that there are good days. Just like anything in life. 
Attitude is everything. A good attitude isn’t a default feeling when you are surrounded 
by other trainees. Trainees have a tendency to be very negative, however, you don’t 
have to be like everybody else. You can cultivate a good attitude despite the challenges 
at work.
Not everybody grew up in your home. Some people are wonderful human beings 
others are very harsh. But that shouldn’t get you down. You cannot change people. It 
should motivate you to be kind to people, to be gentle and sincere. 
Mistakes are inevitable in the world of auditing, and you are not the only one that 
makes them. So when you make a mistake, there’s always a lesson to be learnt and 
always meditate on what lesson you have to learn and once you have it just move on.
Lastly, that you must love life. Articles is not all of you and it’s not all you have, there’s a 
beautiful life filled with beautiful people that you have and that you still need live. 

Mpho Mashatola KPMG (Johannesburg)



Interpersonal skills are vital in the working world – make sure that you are willing to 
speak to as many people as possible to learn as much as possible.
Read as much as possible – reading and understanding the processes and procedures 
of the organization can help you in applying your mind to different issues – each 
organization works differently, and reading helps get a sense of what the organization 
is trying to achieve.
Hard work is always valued – never shrug off any work handed to you, only delay doing 
the work if it conflicts with work already committed to with a tighter deadline. Shrugging 
off work which you might think is “not for you” sends a negative signal to the manager 
who will reconsider handing work to you in the future. Even the most mundane tasks 
are still trying to achieve certain objectives in the organization, and realizing the 
importance of this can put one in good stead in the future.
Do your job well – while we are all in a training period with a focus towards qualifying 
as a CA, the tasks which we are handed help achieve the short and long term 
objectives of the organization. Doing your job well and helping the organization in 
achieving those objectives helps the entire team, and puts your in good stead for the 
future.

Swayam Maharaj Eskom (Johannesburg)



After achieving your 3 years articles you will reap the rewards and will understand that there is 
no shortcut and only more that can be learned as you go through this milestone.
Be proactive, take responsibility for your own learning and it will take you places.
Manage your expectations and deadlines. Work requires time that's why we go to work, so take 
each day as it comes remember - you are here to learn how to produce quality and not quantity.
Check your spread of clients and industries not just to get good exposure but also for you 
to know in which industry lies your passion.
Build good relationships internally and externally, there is a lot to be learnt from people out there.
Do not let your seniors intimidate you, be friendly but also be firm and assertive at the same time 
and keep all email correspondence as proof.
If you have your facts at hand you will always be a winner. People will take advantage of you but 
if you keep your mind focused on the goal it makes you a better and stronger person.
Share ideas and thoughts with your fellow trainees and colleagues. The more you give the more 
you get :) GIVE, GIVE, GIVE!
So much to learn, so much to explore, so many things to see, follow your passion it’s absolutely 
rewarding in the end!!!

Ayesha Ebrahim Deloitte (Pretoria)



Be prepared to grow and learn like never before... and managing expectations is the key to 
relationship development!
I wish I had known Microsoft Word a bit better. Editing documents to fit partner and manager 
specifications takes forever.
I wish I knew the amount of administration involved (This is never said anywhere until you 
actually start working and it becomes a shock).
Being friendly and happy during articles can take you a long way even if you are not the most 
technically strong team member.
Speaking confidently displays that you know what you are taking about and guides managers to 
trust in your abilities and new ways of auditing.
Taking coffee breaks and lunch breaks with the team promotes better team work because we get 
to mingle on a level that is not solely work related.
I wish I had known that - opening all emails is very important.
Making small talk with clients in the morning helps you to get information from them later on.
You can never over-communicate with your manager.
Having a balanced life is difficult but possible, prioritise and plan effectively.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



As hard as it might be to believe there are outgoing article clerks and CAs out there. They are 
the ones looking at the shoes of the person they’re speaking to instead of their own :)
The other trainees, managers and partners don't know what kind of person you are, you have to 
show them.
Don't let one mishap be your downfall (it's not the end of the world), but know that no one else 
can fix it except you.
The most valuable thing you can contribute to a team in your first year is 'attitude and 
enthusiasm' (be positive and excited about your work, the client and their business).
Your training contract can be the most fun 'job' you will ever have, if you allow it to be.
**NB** --> "Make friends, not enemies" ... It is vital to be able to work well with ALL people.
3 years fly past so very quickly, and before you know it the time and opportunities are past - you 
need to be aggressive in asking for work that will get you your competencies. There's always a 
lot of "busy work" to fill your time, but while necessary and unavoidable, you need to monitor 
your competencies constantly (read weekly) to make sure you do the tasks that can tick the 
boxes and that you don't get left behind.
You will travel a lot and Google Maps on your phone will only get you that far. If you get a phone 
call from a manager, your GPS suddenly becomes your phone again and then you have a 
problem. Therefore get a good and trustworthy GPS for your travels.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



A travel claim looks like a nice bump in salary, but you should rather save it for that R7,000, 
90,000km service on your car. Also remember it's taxable and SARS will not forgive you for 
earning that little. You will pay tax on it.
A senior should be treated like a senior as he/she may do you performance feedback.
That you should start with your time analysis from the start of your first year and make sure you 
document what your 8 hours a day is spent on. Also keep track of the days you travel with your 
car. On top of that always keep track of what you spend your client time on to get those overtime 
hours approved without question.
Excel should be to you like riding a bike. You should know all the ins and outs. It will be very 
crucial to your speed and productivity.
You should ask A LOT of questions. Tap as much out of your seniors and managers. They are 
very clever and know the job like the back of their hands. Asking questions won't reflect badly on 
you or your rating.
Address coaching notes proactively. They make all the difference in your performance rating.
To always ask to do more than is expected of you (in the beginning we don't expect much so that 
makes it very easy to ease into the job) and make sure that you finish your work faster and more 
effectively. Make sure you better on the previous year's working papers. Also make sure to 
question previous approaches. That will impress your seniors immensely.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Merely pitching up for work does not make you 3-rated (performing as expected).
A normal working day is not necessarily 8 hours and sometimes you need to work more hours. 
Do not complain and do not leave unless the rest of the team leaves as well. Never leave before 
the manager. If you have plans or life gets in the way, speak up. We are all people here.
You should get involved in other activities (social committee, Corporate Social Responsibility, 
staff representative, school visits, etc.). Make yourself known in the office. But don't try and do it 
all. You won't have time for it.
Only you are responsible for your own good work-life balance and it is doable. Learn to also say 
no sometimes (at the right times).
It is your responsibility to be proactive about your client bookings. Always be aware what you're 
booked on and always complain when you are booked too little or too much. Your manager is 
your key in this.
Before marking an audit step prepared, always do a critical self-review. Imagine that working 
paper is put up in court on a projector and you need to explain your work. Always make sure it’s 
documented in a way that you and your peers and seniors can understand and can easily re-
perform the work and that you can be proud of what you've done. Learn to always have a legend 
and a one page summary and don't be scared to reference with colours. Make it professional 
colours though.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Spend time with your peers. They are awesome people and some might be your friends forever.
Sick leave is not leave that should be utilised because you are tired or have a headache. DO 
NOT become a sick leave thief. It's quite frowned upon and WILL give you a bad name.
Never forget that this is a LEARNERSHIP programme and that you are not here to make a lot of 
money. That comes later in life after working to get up there with the big dogs.
Work hard and many hours to get to that CA(SA) designation.
You start at the bottom of the food chain and you should not be too proud to be making coffee 
for the team for example (coffee is audit fuel by the way).
You might seem unintelligent to more senior members because honours knowledge won't get 
you there by itself. There is a lot to be learned.
I am not as clever as my parents or my honours marks say I am. Hard work, the right (glass half-
full) attitude, asking a lot of probing questions, patience with client staff and team members, 
perseverance and humility will get you there.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Always be professional and look professional and make sure that you utilise your knowledge 
gained, because you have been given a gift. Not everyone can make it as far as you did. Make 
sure you embrace this opportunity to learn and better yourself. Never again will you see this 
much, learn this much and be exposed to so much. You will see how to do things right and 
wrong in business. Always see the bigger picture.
The SAICA training contract, although administered to groups, is a personal journey to creating 
yourself. Identify personal areas you wish to explore or improve and allow yourself to be 
transformed in the next three years of your articles. Yes it is challenging but if you are aware of 
the transformation that is happening to your mind, your morals and your belief systems, you will 
come to appreciate the person that you will be at the end of the three years.
I wish I knew how hard I would work in my 3 years of being an article clerk. I also wish I knew the 
exponential learning curve that I would be fortunate enough to experience, and that the 
colleagues I would meet would prove to be great friends, and even greater inspirations into 
moulding me into becoming not just a better CA, but a better human being.
The work environment isn't as formal as you imagine it to be, and your managers and bosses 
are people just like you. Make an effort to engage them and relate to them on a level more 
personal than purely work, and you'll find that you learn a lot more this way.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Find a mentor as soon as possible, whether this is a senior or manager or whomever. 
This is the person who can help you navigate the copious amounts of admin you'll need 
to get used to, the person who'll help you out with where to find all the little things that 
aren't in the audit guide but are infinitely useful when you become a senior.
Your performance is YOUR responsibility. You're only going to get good ratings if you 
use the system to your benefit - sell yourself as much as possible when you complete 
your evaluations - your manager can't give you a good rating if you don't motivate WHY 
you deserve it.
Be the guy/girl that deserves that really good rating. Don't expect to get something for 
nothing. Go the extra mile. Be a pleasure to work with. Be eager to help. Do what you 
say you're going to do. Deliver high quality work. Help out your team.
Don't be scared to ask. Everything is confusing when you first start, but make the effort 
to continue learning and understanding WHY you're doing something.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Get involved in firm activities. Attend social functions. Get to know your fellow clerks. These 
people are going to be the only ones who GET you for 3 years. The ones that are going to laugh 
with you about the weird and wonderful world of being a clerk, the ones that are going to cry with 
you when you've got those really stressful exams coming up and you've got SO much to do, the 
ones that are going to help you out when you're overwhelmed, the ones that are going to listen 
to you complain about a difficult client, the ones who have your back. These guys are your tribe!
Learn how to make a to-do list...
Excel. Is. Awesome. Go the extra mile to learn how to use it properly to get the most out of what 
it can do for you.
You don't know as much as you think you do. Be humble enough to learn continually.
You will make mistakes. Admit these, we've all done it before, and all of us felt embarrassed 
about it, but the only true mistake is the one that you don't correct.
Your experience is going to be determined by your attitude. If you have a poor attitude, don't 
expect to have fun. The truth is that the CA route is a tough one - you knew that when you 
signed up for this. Have faith in yourself - you've got the brain and the ability to do well at this; 
you just need to continually apply yourself and keep learning. Do your work well and with a 
positive attitude, and you WILL succeed.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Partners, managers and seniors are super scary! They are all-knowing and don't have time for 
silly first years. How am I possibly going to survive in this big new unknown world?! Very soon 
you will spend a lot of time with your senior and you’ll find out that they are also still learning. 
They aren't perfect and they also ask for coaching. Partners and managers, they are there to 
question every minute you spent and every sample you ticked. But seniors are cool. They help 
with every question and patiently re-explain how a PPE reconciliation works, then the manager 
asks a favour. You end up spending an hour chatting to them about what cell phone you think 
they should get next. So you realise that managers are also human. They help when you get 
stuck and answer endless questions. Yes, they raise LOADS of coaching notes, but it's OK. You 
are learning. 
But partners are scary. I mean, they might fire you?! But managers bring loads of snacks for 
team meetings. 
Senior year arrives. The partner asks your opinion on accounting issues and you chat over 
breakfast on weekend away about the cycle challenge in which you both participated. You come 
to realise that a partner is also human. Some partners are like your mom or dad. Some partners 
secretly also eat loads of sweets when they're stressed and drink loads of coffee. Partners also 
have car issues or days when there wasn't electricity when they woke up. When you look back in 
three year’s time, you will have overcome many fears and challenges. You will have grown more 
than you could fathom. And there will still be so much to learn. So don't be scared of whom you 
work with. Make friends, have fun, work hard and take every opportunity you have to add to the 
future you.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Will your articles be long hours, hard work, stressful at times, require dedication, be 
high pressure, be a big learning curve? Of course it will!  If you don't challenge yourself 
to such an extent you won't grow. Nobody is going to hold your hand for your 
professional development. Take charge of your career and if you want an opportunity or 
a result, go get it!
FOCUS on your competencies from day 1 and always take the time and effort to 
complete TSRs and PSRs properly so that in your 3rd year it is not stressful.
Despite all the studying and application of knowledge to academic or theoretical 
scenarios, you will realise how little you actually know in the real world. Don't let that 
get you down. Rather try to bring in your theoretical knowledge to real world scenarios.
Be prepared to be shocked by how little knowledge people in the real world actually 
have about the subject matter for which they are responsible.
Don't compare your salary to that of someone who left varsity the same time as you 
and is not in audit - it may cause depression.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Throughout articles, you will probably never be the smartest person in the room. This is 
a good thing. Use your articles to learn from the smarter people. 
The most important thing to learn during articles is how to work with people.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Consolidated)



Don’t be afraid to ask questions; you will not sound stupid although you think so.
Don’t get angry when you get a lot of queries; it is the best way you learn.
You do not know it all…you need to be willing to take other’s advice and learn from 
their mistakes.

And most important…enjoy your article years – you’ll make friends for life ;)

Vicki Jacobs Opfin (Vereeniging)



Ask questions! No-one expects you to know everything when you start but this is your 
time to learn. Rather be the annoying first year than the incompetent second year. 
Stock counts and asset verifications are sometimes the most exciting things you can 
do. Grab every opportunity. I counted chickens in a freezer, went into theatre in scrubs 
(while an operation was taking place) and counted game in a helicopter, all because I 
was always keen to do the out of ordinary audit work. 
You may start with a degree or CTA and ITC but that doesn’t make you better than 
anyone else. If your sole purpose for a period on an audit is to make sure that the 
manager has a fresh cup of coffee every hour then you should make sure you do that 
excellently. No job is beneath you. 
Sometimes you will get the worst jobs purely as “exposure”. Use it as a learning 
opportunity. 
Its not always going to be fun and its definitely not easy but at the end of your training 
contract you will look back and realise that every client, opportunity and rating made 
you who you are. 
Enjoy the ride! 

Farzeen Bootha PricewaterhouseCoopers (Mafikeng)



You never know as much as you think you knew. If articles were a breeze everyone 
would be doing it and the qualification wouldn’t be what it is today. The day that you 
are done with your articles you WILL appreciate it and you will once again realise that 
there is still more to learn and understand why articles cannot be less than 3 years. 
Take responsibility for your own learning. You can wait for the 3 years to slowly pass 
by, or you can make the best of it and learn as much as you can. See it as an 
opportunity to learn without making the mistakes in your own business one day.
Do not spend time with people with the wrong attitudes. This will make your articles 
feel longer and like a jail sentence.

Heinn Joubert Lucro Consulting (Randburg)



What I didn’t know and wish someone had told me…

• How little I actually knew in comparison to what I thought I knew.
• Stepping into the shoes of an article clerk you believe you have a fair knowledge of 

what to expect and how to approach the work, but it’s a lot more different than what 
I expected.

• The quality of work produced is a resource/talent gained which I will never lose. 
(This is probably the one thing which I expected but never realised was so 
fundamentally important).

Johann Coetzee RSM Betty & Dickson (Cape Town)



Manage your  expectations.
Network with your planning resources.
Network with the senior manager and directors in your business ( you never know 
when you would need their help).
HR is your number one contact if you need help – and it can be your number one 
bother if you don’t have someone on the inside – so make sure you make friends there.
Keep a track of your core hours, leave balances.
Always keep your options open – explore the business and understand where you are 
going to end up when you have done your articles. Try to secure a job early on.
Try to ensure you’re meeting your core hours.
Check your spread of client and industries so that you get good exposure.

J'shanthan Mudely Deloitte & Touché  (Johannesburg)



I have many words of wisdom to pass on but I will be concise:
• Attitude – Leave your ego and attitude at home. Try not to clash with people who 

have different personalities than you. Endure, because things will get better.
• Keep all correspondence with management/supervisors/clients until you are 

absolutely positive there will be no more use for it. Even general discussions, just 
keep a note of what was discussed, with whom and when.

• If you don’t understand what an audit procedure is asking of you, confirm with your 
senior before completing the procedure. There is nothing worse than the senior 
looking over work a week or so later and it was not performed correctly.

• Pay attention to your time. Use a diary. It helps both for your timesheet and to 
explain why you weren’t within budget.

• Keep relationships with clients pleasant. Talk about general things now and then. It 
will help you when you need information later on.

• Your first year is your best chance for studying, make the most of it.

Kanthan Moodley Mazars (Durban )



Perception management is very important. Who you really are is not necessarily how 
you are allowing the world to perceive you. If you would like the world to perceive you 
as hard working, trust worthy and reliable then you need to consistently project those 
attributes to the world - do not expect everybody to "just know".

Zulfah Murray PricewaterhouseCoopers (Gauteng) 



The 3 years of serving articles are the most boring, difficult years of your lives that a 
person should be ready for. Those are the 3 years that you’ll meet a lot of characters 
and different backgrounds. It’s the foundation for the best years ahead as you are 
groomed throughout the years and by the time you are done, your character will be 
tested and built strong over and over.
You earn peanuts which is very frustrating when you look at your friends who went the 
other route - but the moment you are done, you feel like a new person as the 
opportunities that open before you are endless and the salary, WOW. So in the end, 
you appreciate the budgeting skills you learnt whilst you earned peanuts ‘cause now it 
feels like you got all this extra money that you are not sure of what to do with it.

Mary Tshikhudo SizweNtsalubaGobodo



Articles for me turned out not to be just about the ‘exciting’ technical stuff...it’s really 
refreshing to come to the end and realise that I got more than I had bargained for. The 
personal growth for me has been ‘epic’ to say the least......the moral of the story is to 
not get stuck in the detail but to also try and see the bigger picture outside of the 
auditing box. Most of us will proceed to pursue our futures and maybe leave auditing 
behind, pay attention to the other value adding items you can learn in articles i.e. 
people skills, leadership, professionalism, business acumen and so the list goes. 
Engage the 3 years and take what you can in the process, this will help drastically ease 
the ‘jail sentence’ feeling.

Kamogelo Mogase Deloitte & Touché (Johannesburg)



I can truly say that it is a supreme qualification. The training not only enhances your technical 
knowledge about the disciplines of a CA and also contributes tremendously towards life skills. The 
following I applied with distinction and I can now see the benefit of it in my permanent position: 
• No substitute for hard work (I now and then come across trainees who just go through the 

motion - it does not do good for their reputation);
• Study hard and pass your exams first time. It becomes increasingly difficult the second time 

around;
• Continuously ask questions about your work. Understand what you are doing and why you do it;
• Be professional at all times no matter if a situation is uncomfortable;
• Be assertive not arrogant;
• In second year establish what you want to do;
• Never stop dreaming;
• Continuously hone your skills (professional & technical) - if not you’ll become an obsolete CA; 

and
• Contribute to your community - Do lecturing; assist at schools.

Tommie Koeries Sasol Shared Services (Secunda)



Whenever your superior says” this is excellent practice for you..." just know that it is going to 
be a horrible job!
Be prepared to be victimised by the auditee's employees! I was on my second audit as a 
trainee accountant, when the financial director of the company made my colleague and I 
walk around (for a day) with signs on our backs reading "Beware: Auditor" All in the name of 
fun though.
A trainee's life is not as glamorous as one may think. Of course there are the large 
companies that will put the audit team up in one of their beautifully furnished boardrooms for 
the duration of the audit, but there are also the small to medium enterprises that have limited 
space and smaller budgets. In my second year I did an audit on an animal feed retailer, and 
sat on an upside down 5 litre bucket with a dog blanket on top (to act as a cushion)and my 
laptop on my knees.
Stock counts are boring - unless you're counting clothes at a retail outlet.

Simone Gorven MW Reynolds and Associates (Benoni)



Simone Gorven (continued)

The job title "Trainee accountant" is the most flexible in terms of its definition. Aside from 
doing all your expected work (audit, tax advisory, general consulting, bookkeeping) you will 
also be asked to do menial jobs, such as: making tea/coffee for the partner and clients, 
general reception duties, organising the partner's diary, ordering stationery, collecting the 
partner's lunch, installing various software programs on colleagues computers and replacing 
the cartridge in the photocopier. This is to drive home the importance of "There is no job too 
big or too small" and keeps one grounded.
Overtime is guaranteed. I have spent a few nights (and early mornings) in the office racing to 
meet deadlines. It took my colleagues and I eight hours (from 5pm to 1am) to print and bind 
over 120 sets of financial statements for a meeting later that day. Be sure to keep a Mr.
Delivery menu in your desk drawer for dinner options.



So much to learn, so many things to see....so much work......it’s all worth it!

Thaabiet Gallie Grant Thornton (Cape Town )


